We study unconventional cavity optomechanics and the acoustic analogue of radiation pressure to show the possibility of nonlinear coherent control of phonons in the acoustic quantum vacuum. Specifically, we study systems where a quantized optical field effectively modifies the frequency of an acoustic resonator. We present a general method to enhance such a nonlinear interaction by employing an intermediate qubit. Compared with conventional optomechanical systems, the roles of mechanical and optical resonators are interchanged, and the boundary condition of the phonon resonator can be modulated with an ultrahigh optical frequency. These differences allow to test some quantum effects with parameters which are far beyond the reach of conventional cavity optomechanics. Based on this novel interaction form, we show that various nonclassical quantum effects can be realized. Examples include an effective method for modulating the resonance frequency of a phonon resonator (e.g., a surface-acoustic-wave resonator), demonstrating mechanical parametric amplification, a nonlinear photon-phonon transducer, Kerr-coupler, and the dynamical Casimir effect of phonons originating from the acoustic quantum vacuum. Our results demonstrate that unconventional optomechanics offers a versatile hybrid platform for quantum engineering of nonclassical phonon states in quantum acoustodynamics.
Optomechanical systems [1, 2] , in which quantized optical fields interact with a massive movable mirror via radiation pressure, bring together quantum physics and the macroscopic classical world. The basic mechanism of optomechanics is that the position of a movable mirror produces a time-dependent boundary condition of quantized electromagnetic fields, which in turn modulate an effective cavity resonant frequency [3] . Optomechanical systems provide a versatile platform to examine fundamental concepts of quantum physics and explore the classical-quantum boundary. Examples include testing wave-function-collapse models [4] [5] [6] , studying the dynamical Casimir effect (DCE) [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , and putting massive objects into nonclassical states [16, 17] . One may wonder whether there are unconventional optomechanical (UOM) systems, where the boundary condition of a mechanical resonator can be changed by a quantized optical field. We show that such UOM systems can indeed exist, and give a general method to produce an UOM nonlinear interaction for controlling phonons (i.e., quantum engineering of phonons). In particular, we show how to realize: (i) a mechanical phase-sensitive amplifier, (ii) photon-phonon Kerr interaction, and (iii) an acoustic analogue of optical DCE. The acoustic DCE tries to simulate cosmological phenomena such as Hawking radiation and the Unruh effect [18] [19] [20] [21] . However, no experiment has shown the phonon DCE using a phonon resonator at the quantum level: i.e., the effects where quantized photons are converted into DCE pairs of itinerant phonons.
Let us recall the interaction form in a conventional optomechanical (COM) system. Setting = 1, an exact form of the interaction Hamiltonian between a singlemode optical field and a moving mirror is H COM = G COM (a + a † ) 2 (b + b † ) [3] , where a and b (a † and b † ) are the annihilation (creation) operators of the optical and mechanical modes, respectively; and the single-photon coupling strength is G COM . Note that in most studies, the quadratic terms a 2 and a †2 are often neglected, because they describe rapidly oscillating virtual processes where photons are annihilated and created in pairs. As a result, the COM interaction, H ′ COM = 2G COM a † a(b+b † ), is obtained.
We start our discussion of an UOM system by considering classical mechanical parametric amplification (MPA), where the spring constant k[E(t)] of a mechanical oscillator is modulated with a time-dependent field E(t) [22] [23] [24] [25] . As depicted in Fig. 1(a) , we consider that the amplification source is not a classical drive, but a quantized electromagnetic field, E(t) = ε 0 (a + a † ), oscillating at frequency ω c , where ε 0 is the zeropoint fluctuation. Expanding the potential term of the mechanical mode to first order in E(t), we obtain the interaction term as [22] :
where k 0 is the spring constant without the modulating field, E(t) = 0, and x = x 0 (b + b † ) is the mechanical position operator with x 0 being the zeropoint fluctuation. The last term in Eq. (1) , describes the response of the spring constant to the optical field with sensitivity R = (∂k(E)/∂E)
E(t)=0
, and can be rewritten as
where G UOM = Rε 0 x 2 0 /2 is the nonlinear coupling strength. Compared with the COM Hamiltonian, H UOM has the inverse form, where the roles of the mechanical oscillator and optical field are interchanged. We can interpret H UOM as a phonon intensity effectively inducing "motions" of the optical field, with a mechanism which is analogous to that of COM.
The UOM interaction requires that the spring constant linearly responds to a fast-oscillating quantized electric field. To observe the coherence effects, this response should be ultra-sensitive (a large R) to enable a strong coupling strength G UOM . Obtaining such large R is still challenging in conventional MPA experiments. For example, in Ref. [25] , the spring constant is modulated by an external voltage via the piezoelectric effect, and the sensitivity R is about 40 kHz/V. We assume that the quantized bias voltage is provided by a microwave transmission-line resonator (TLR), where the typical zero-point voltage fluctuation is ∼ 0.1-1 µV [26] . The single-phonon UOM coupling strength is G UOM ≃ 10 −2 -10 −3 Hz, which is too weak to produce observable coherent effects.
Alternatively, one can effectively simulate the UOM interaction in a membrane-in-middle optomechanical system [27, 28] . Since the effective UOM interaction results from higher-order terms of the quadratic optomechanical coupling, the interaction strength is also very weak. So far, no proposal has discussed how to realize a real UOM with strong enough strength for quantum-optical engineering.
Qubit-mediated UOM coupling.-Both optical and mechanical oscillators are linear bosonic systems. Singlephonon-photon nonlinear interactions (e.g., the COM coupling) are usually much weaker than conventional light-matter interactions [29, 30] . To increase their nonlinear interactions, one possible method is to introduce nonlinear elements. For example, a Josephsonjunction-based qubit can help to induce a strong COM interaction [31, 32] .
Concerning nonlinearity, a qubit is naturally a highly nonlinear system. By exploiting this nonlinearity, one may enhance the UOM interaction to an observable level. To introduce our idea, we consider that a mechanical oscillator transversely interacts with a qubit. The interaction Hamiltonian is H qm = g x σ x (b + b † ), where g x is the coupling strength, while σ z = |e e| − |g g| and σ x = |e g| + |g e| are the qubit Pauli operators with |g, e being the qubit ground and excited states. Naturally, a dispersive coupling between them is induced, FIG. 1. (a) Diagrammatic sketch of an unconventional optomechanical (UOM) system: A localized mechanical oscillator (with a massive particle) is placed inside an optical cavity, and its spring constant is linearly modulated by the cavity quantized field E(x, t). (b) UOM system based on a surface-acoustic-wave (SAW) resonator: A charge-qubit, with two Josephson junctions (red bars) is placed into the SAW resonator (confined by two Bragg mirrors). Their interaction is mediated via two identical inter-digitatedtransducers (IDTs) of capacitance Cq via the piezoelectric effects. A transmission-line resonator (TLR) longitudinally couples to the charge-qubit via the mutual inductance M . The field current operatorÎ(t) effectively changes the SAW resonator length L by amount δL(t). One Bragg mirror acts as a fast "oscillating" mirror.
x /ω q . Different from the conventional dispersive coupling form, H dis 0 includes the additional quadratic terms b †2 and b 2 , which result from the counter-rotating terms in H qm [33] .
The optical cavity is involved in this hybrid system by considering its longitudinal coupling to the qubit with strength g z [34] [35] [36] [37] . The interaction Hamiltonian reads H qc = g z σ z (a + a † ), and the total Hamiltonian becomes
where
is the free part with ω q , ω m and ω c being the qubit, mechanical and optical mode eigenfrequencies, respectively. We interpret H qc as the quantized optical field operator ζ = a + a † modulating the qubit frequency as ω q −→ ω q + 2g z ξ. Assuming that ω q ≫ ω m , we approximately expand the dispersive interaction Hamiltonian H dis 0 to second order in ξ to obtain:
The qubit degree of freedom can be fixed by setting σ z = −1, since it is practically unexcited. The zero-order terms only renormalize the mechanical frequency by G 0 . The first-order term in Eq. (S11a) (with strength G 1 ) corresponds to the exact UOM interaction in Eq. (2) . The rates of higher-order terms decrease quickly given that ω q ≫ 2g z ξ , and therefore, can be neglected [38] . Since the mechanical boundary condition is modulated with a fast-oscillating optical field, the quadratic terms b 2 and b †2 in Eq. (2) cannot be dropped. To obtain an exact analog of H ′ COM , one can employ a low-frequency optical resonator. Consequently, the rapidly oscillating terms, describing two-phonon processes, can be neglected. The UOM interaction can be reduced to
An alternative method is to shift the effective optical frequency via a parametric modulation of the longitudinal coupling [39, 40] . Specifically, assuming that g z is modulated at a frequency close to ω c , the effective optical frequency ω
is shifted, becoming much smaller than ω m . Therefore, the quadratic terms can also be safely neglected, thus, obtaining Eq. (5). Similar to the mechanism how radiation pressure acts on a macroscopic mirror [29] , H ′ UOM describes how acoustic intensity (or "phonon pressure", proportional to b † b ) induces motions of the optical "position" operator (a + a † ). An example of an UOM system.-Although this method for producing the UOM interactions is very general and can be applied to various types of quantum platforms, we briefly present an UOM example shown in Fig. 1(b) , which includes a charge qubit [26] piezoelectrically coupled to a SAW resonator via the qubit capacitances C q [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] . The qubit frequency is controlled by the static external flux Φ ext through a splitjunction loop. A TLR longitudinally interacts with the charge qubit via mutual inductance M [48, 49] . The parametrically modulated longitudinal coupling between the qubit and λ/4 (quarter-wavelength) TLR can be realized by applying a time-dependent flux through the qubit loop [38, 39] .
The proposed UOM system differs from a COM system as follows: First, the phonon-resonator boundary condition is modulated via a fast-oscillating optical field. Therefore, we cannot drop the quadratic term (as we do for a COM system), which can induce observable quantum effects. Second, the COM Hamiltonian results from radiation pressure. However, the UOM interaction is mediated via a qubit, and has no relation to moving the massive phonon mirrors via an optical (microwave) field. Indeed, it originates from a dispersive coupling being modulated by a quantized optical field. Due to these differences, the UOM interaction enables to observe some unconventional quantum phenomena. Below, by considering the SAW-resonator-based UOM system as an example, we show some possible quantum-control applications.
Modulating the SAW-resonator frequency.-Using a large mutual inductance, the TLR-qubit interaction strength can easily enter into the strong-or even ultra-strong-coupling regimes [26, 30] . The SAW-qubit coupling reaches tens of MHz in experiments [45, 47] . By setting g x /(2π) = 60 MHz, g z /(2π) = 40 MHz, ω q /(2π) = 3 GHz, and ω m /(2π) = 250 MHz, one can obtain a single-phonon UOM coupling strength G 1 /(2π) ≃ −32 kHz, which is significantly enhanced compared to a direct coupling via the piezoelectric effect. We assume these values in our numerical calculations [50, 51] .
Analogously to COM, the optical field operator modifies the mechanical frequency as
To show this, we diagonalize Eq. (3), and plot (ω m − ω m ) versus ξ = a † + a in Fig. 2(a) . Clearly, the effective mechanical frequency is shifted away from ω m by increasing ξ . To derive H UOM in Eq. (2), we just expand to first order in ξ , by assuming 2g z ξ ≪ ω q . Therefore, our analytical formula for the shifted frequency slightly differs from the numerical results when ξ ≫ 1.
Note that the TLR can be replaced by a 1D microwave guide [26] , which allows us to apply a classical microwave field. We assume that the current drive signal is I(t) = Θ(t)I c , where Θ(t) is the Heaviside unit step function, and I c is the dc current strength applied in the 1D microwave guide when t ≥ 0. The longitudinal coupling is replaced with the classical step drive H Θ = Ω s σ z Θ(t), which will change the frequency and length of the SAW resonator with amounts δω m ≃ (4g
The whole process is depicted by the green arrow in Fig. 2(a) . Therefore, to effectively modify the SAW-resonator resonance frequency, one can simply apply a current bias on the qubit longitudinal degree of freedom.
Nonlinear transducer, amplifier and Kerr-coupler.-The phonon-resonator boundary condition in an UOM system is modulated by an optical field at an ultrahigh rate, which can easily exceed the phonon-resonator frequency. By setting ω c = 2ω m , one can reduce H UOM to a simpler MPA Hamiltonian
, which describes the splitting of a photon in the optical cavity into two phonons in the SAW resonator. We denote |g(e), n, m for the system containing n photons and m phonons, with the qubit in its ground (excited) state. In Fig. 2(b) we plot the third to sixth energy-levels versus the TLR frequency ω c . The anticrossings between the states |g, n, m and |g, n−1, m+2 occur at ω c = 2ω m , which result from the nonlinear UOM quadratic coupling.
By assuming that the system is initially in the state |g, 1, 0 , the quadratic interaction H MPA can be verified clearly from Fig. 2(c) , which shows the Rabi oscillations between the states |g, 0, 2 and |g, 1, 0 (solid curves, governed by the original qubit-intermediated Hamiltonian H T ). The curves with symbols correspond to H MPA , which well match the exact results. During this photon-phonon conversion, the qubit-excited probability P e , oscillates with an ultralow amplitude above zero (the black curve). Thus, we can safely neglect the qubit degree of freedom when deriving the effective UOM Hamiltonian. This coherent process allows to convert two phonons into one photon, which indicates that the UOM system can serve as a nonlinear mechanical-optical transducer. Given that the optical field is strongly driven by a coherent field, we can approximately replace the field operator with a classical amplitude α, i.e, a → α. Under this condition, the UOM system can serve as a mechanical phase-sensitive amplifier, which can be employed for enhancing ultraweak mechanical quadrature signals for, e.g., quantum detection [52, 53] . Moreover, given that δ s = ω c − 2ω m ≫ G 1 , a phonon-photon cross-Kerr interaction (Kerr-coupler) can be obtained [38] , which can be employed for phonon quantum nondemolition (QND) measurements and phonon distribution counting [54, 55] .
Note that H MPA has the same form as the optomechanical quadratic-interaction in a membrane-in-middle cavity system [27, 56, 57] , in which various quantum-control applications, such as mechanical squeezing, photon blockade, and the generation of macroscopically distinct superposition state (Schrödinger cat-like states) [52, [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] , were proposed. However, few coherent dynamical experiments were successfully demonstrated due to the ultraweak quadratic-coupling strength. The interaction H MPA can mimic this coupling with a much stronger strength (enhanced by the qubit), and, therefore, provide an effective method to realize these effects.
Phonon dynamical Casimir effect.-Analogously to the optical DCE with an optomechanical system, as shown in Fig. 1(b) , we consider a modulation of the effective SAW-resonator length L by a rapidly oscillating optical field [12] , and describe the phonon DCE based on the UOM system [63, 64] .
Since Eq. (2) can be interpreted as quantized photons changing the effective distance L 0 between two phonon mirrors periodically along the blue loop in Fig. 1(a) [3] , one can alter the mode intensity of the acoustic quantum vacuum by the optical field [12] . In Fig. 2(b) , the anticrossing corresponds to the vacuum Casimir-Rabi splitting [14] , and we can the observe the phonon DCE in an UOM system. In Fig. 2(d) , assuming the TLR is resonantly driven with strength ǫ/(2π) = 0.05 MHz, we plot the phonon output spectrum density S(ω) for different values of the detuning ∆ d = ω c − 2ω m . When ∆ d = 0, the phonon-flux density spectrum shows a single peak at ω = ω s /2. When ∆ d = 0 [ Fig. 2(d)] , S(ω) shows a symmetric bimodal spectrum at ω ′ and ω ′′ with ω ′ + ω ′′ = ω c , which is a strong indication of the phonon DCE where excitations are created in pairs [ Fig. 1(b) ]. Compared with the resonance case, the emitted phonon pairs are not degenerate any more, but distributed into two conjugate modes with different frequencies [38] .
To observe the optical DCE : (i) the mechanical mode should oscillate at an ultra-high frequency (corresponding to moving the mirror near the speed of light, instead of the speed of sound for the phonon case), and (ii) a strong optomechanical interaction should be induced [9] [10] [11] [12] . Both requirements are exceedingly challenging in experiments. So far, no experiment has successfully demonstrated a real optical DCE involving the mechanical-optical energy conversion [14] . However, the phonon DCE described here is much easier to induce and observe, since the boundary condition is modulated by a microwave field: The electromagnetic frequency can easily overwhelm the phonon resonator frequency. Moreover, a strong mechanical-optical UOM coupling, which is enhanced by the intermediate qubit, enables observing the phonon DCE at the quantum level.
Conclusions.-We proposed an UOM mechanism, which describes how the frequency of a mechanical mode is effectively modulated by a quantized optical field.
We presented a general method to enhance the UOM coupling via an intermediate qubit. For example, by considering a SAW resonator, we found that the effective resonator length is not fixed, but can be shifted in a large range by simply applying a longitudinal bias on the qubit, which allows more controllability in SAWresonator experiments. In principle, analogous of various quantum effects studied in COM, can be demonstrated in UOM systems, but with the interchanged roles of photons and phonons. Recently, quantum acoustodynamics has emerged as a powerful platform to explore quantum features of acoustic waves. The UOM mechanism allows to manipulate itinerant phonons at the quantum level [42, 43, 45, 47, 65, 66] . For example, an UOM system can serve as a nonlinear transducer converting quantum information between acoustic waves and microwave resonators.
Other examples include: mechanical phase-sensitive amplification, cross-Kerr photon-phonon interaction, and phonon DCE. We hope that even other quantum mechanisms and applications can be developed in UOM systems in future studies. This supplementary material includes: In Sec. I, detailed derivations of unconventional cavity optomechanics (UOM) mediated by a qubit. In Sec. II, a possible proposal to realize the UOM interaction based on superconducting quantum circuits coupled to a surface acoustic resonator. In Sec. III, a proposal on how to observe phonon dynamical Casimir effect in an UOM system.
S1. UNCONVENTIONAL OPTOMECHANICAL HAMILTONIAN
We now present detailed derivations of unconventional cavity optomechanics (UOM) mediated by a qubit. We start our discussions by first considering a mechanical oscillator interacting with a qubit with strength g x , i,e.,
where b (b † ) are the annihilation (creation) operators of the mechanical mode, ω q is the qubit transition frequency, while σ z = |e e| − |g g| and σ x = |e g| + |g e| are the qubit Pauli operators with |e (|g ) being the excited (ground) state. We assume that the system is largely detuned with (ω q − ω m ) ≫ g x . The optical cavity is involved in this bipartite system by considering its longitudinal coupling with the qubit [S1-S4], which is described by the Hamiltonian
where a (a † ) are the annihilation (creation) operators of the optical mode. As in Ref.
[S5], we consider a general case, where the longitudinal coupling g z0 is parametrically modulated at a frequency ω d . Note that the following discussions can also be applied to the constant longitudinal case. Consequently, the system Hamiltonian becomes
where ω c0 is the resonator frequency. By rotating the resonator at frequency ω d , and neglecting the rapidly oscillating terms, we obtain
where ω c = ω c0 − ω d is the shifted resonator frequency, and g z = g z0 /2 is an effective longitudinal coupling strength. Later we find that this modulation allows us to obtain an exact analogue of the conventional optomechanical Hamiltonian by dropping the quadratic terms. By setting ξ = (a † + a), the longitudinal interaction can be viewed as the quantized optical field modulating the qubit transition frequency as ω q (ξ) = ω q + 2g z ξ. Here we assume that the qubit-mechanical interaction is in the dispersive regime. By defining
This interaction describes that the average phonon number operator n = b † b , will effectively shift the optical frequency. Equation. (S11a) also contains a cross-Kerr coupling with strength −2G 2 (a second-order term). Therefore, the phonon number n = b † b eventually shifts the optical frequency by the amount
By setting δ s = 20G 1 and adopting the parameters specified in the main article, the optical frequency shift per phonon is about χ k /(2π) ⋍ −10 kHz. Since H ck commutes with the phonon-number operator, this interaction can be employed for phonon quantum nondemolition (QND) measurements and phonon distribution counting [S7, S8] . Finally, we discuss the parameter regimes where this qubit-mediated coupling for unconventional cavity optomechanics (UOM) is valid. First, we recall that the effective interaction is based on the dispersive coupling between the mechanical mode and the qubit, which sets a limitation on the average phonon number as n = b
. Second, the convergence of the expansion, given in Eq. (S11b), requires that ξ ≤ 2g z /ω q , which also sets a bound for the optical intracavity field amplitude.
S2. UNCONVENTIONAL OPTOMECHANICS WITH HYBRID SUPERCONDUCTING CIRCUITS
In the previous section, we showed how to obtain the UOM interaction by employing an intermediate qubit.
Although such a method is very general and not specified to any certain quantum platform, we now give an example of UOM systems with a surface acoustic wave (SAW) resonator. . Their interaction is mediated via two identical inter-digitated-transducers (IDTs) of capacitance Cq via the piezoelectric effects. A transmissionline resonator (TLR) longitudinally couples to the charge-qubit via the mutual inductance M . The field current operatorÎ(t) effectively changes the SAW resonator length L by amount δL(t). One Bragg mirror acts as a fast "oscillating" mirror.
As shown in Fig. S1(a) , phonons can be itinerant in a SAW resonator confined by two Bragg phonon mirrors [S10-S14] . Similar to an optical cavity, the N th resonance acoustic mode depends on the phonon-mirror distance L 0 via the relation, ω m /(2π) = N v e /(2L 0 ), where v e is the sound speed along the crystal surface. Here we consider a charge qubit [S9] with two symmetric Josephson junctions (with Josephson energy E J ) placed inside the phonon resonator. The two junctions of the charge qubit form a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID), and the total Josephson energy can be controlled via the external flux Φ ext through it. The qubit capacitance C q of an interdigitated-transducer (IDT) type shares the same periodicity with the resonator acoustic mode. The Hamiltonian for the charge qubit can be expressed as [S9] :
where E C = e 2 /(2C Σ ) is the total charging energy of the two junctions, and C Σ = C J + C g with C J being the Josephson capacitance. To suppress the charge noise, one can apply a dc voltage to bias at the charge degeneracy point n g = 1/2. The charge qubit Hamiltonian takes the form [S9, S15]:
where |0 and |1 are the charge qubit states, and δn g = C q V (t)/(2e) is the offset charge deviation from the optimal point, with V (t) being the external quantized voltage drive. The qubit capacitance C q serves as a coupling element between the SAW resonator and the charge qubit. The interaction mechanism can be understood as follows: An acoustic wave travels on the crystal surface, and generates an oscillating voltage V (t) on the qubit capacitance C q due to the piezoelectric effect [S12] . Note that V (t) is induced by the quantized motion and can be viewed as a time-dependent drive on the charge qubit. Although many discrete acoustic modes can, in principle, be excited in the phonon resonator, only one central mode is strongly coupled to the qubit [S12] . Thus, it is physically justified to consider a single acoustic mode here. The voltage difference is associated with the zero-point mechanical fluctuation
In the rotated basis with |e = (|1 − |0 )/ √ 2 and |g = (|1 + |0 )/ √ 2, the SAW-qubit coupling can be approximately written as [S12] :
which corresponds to the transverse coupling between the SAW resonator and the charge qubit. As depicted in Fig. S1(b) , the effective Josephson energy depends on the external flux bias Φ ext . One can couple the charge qubit with a TLR via a mutual inductance M . The central conductor of the TLR is along the x direction, and the interaction position is assumed to be at an anti-node point of the current fieldÎ(x, t). The quantized current I = I 0 (a + a † ) creates a flux perturbation δΦ ext = M I 0 (a + a † ) on the qubit static bias flux Φ 0 ext , where I 0 is the current zero-point-fluctuation amplitude, and a (a † ) is the annihilation (creation) operator of the microwave photons. Therefore, we can expand the Josephson term in Eq. (S18), to first order in δΦ ext , and obtain [S16] :
Note that the second term in Eq. (S20) describes the interaction between the charge qubit and the TLR, and can be written as
where the longitudinal coupling strength is
Up to now, we considered g z to be a constant. A parametrically modulated longitudinal coupling between a superconducting qubit and a λ/4 (quarter wavelength) TLR can be realized by applying a time-dependent flux through the SQUID loop. A detailed description of the method can be found in Ref. [S5] .
In Refs. [S12, S13], the SAW resonator is assumed to couple with a transmon, and their coupling shares a similar expression as in Eq. (S19) for the SAW-qubit coupling, except for a dimensionless parameter. The UOM interaction mediated by a transmon can also be produced. However, different from the charge qubit, a transmon is a weakly anharmonic system, and the UOM interaction based on a dispersive coupling (as described in Sec. II) will be disturbed by an imperfect state truncation at the first-excited level [S17, S18] . The UOM interaction in Eq. (S11a) should be derived by considering higher-energy levels.
Note that the TLR can be replaced by a 1D microwave guide [S9] , to which a classical microwave field can be applied. We assume that the current drive signal is I(t) = Θ(t)I c , where Θ(t) is the Heaviside unit step function, and I c is the dc current strength applied to the 1D microwave guide when t ≥ 0. The longitudinal coupling should be replaced with the classical step drive H Θ = Ω s σ z Θ(t), where
Following the derivations in Sec. I and the discussions in Ref.
[S19], the interaction form corresponds to changing the frequency and the length of the SAW resonator at t = 0 with amounts
respectively. Therefore, to effectively modify the resonance frequency of the SAW resonator, one can simply apply a current bias on the qubit longitudinal degree of freedom. In addition to the SAW resonator, phonons can also exist in a localized mechanical oscillator. As discussed in Ref. [S20] , the transverse-coupling strength between a drum-type mechanical oscillator and a charge qubit can be engineered in the strong-coupling regime (about tens of MHz). By coupling the TLR (or LC -resonator) quantized electromagnetic field with the split-junction loop of the charge qubit, the required longitudinal interaction can also be induced [S16] . Therefore, one can realize the required Hamiltonian Eq. (S4), to generate the qubit-mediated UOM interaction [Eq. (S14)] for both SAW resonator and localized mechanical resonator.
S3. PHONON DYNAMICAL CASIMIR EFFECT
As shown in Fig. S1(b) , the interaction given by Eq. (S14) can be interpreted as quantized photons changing the effective distance L 0 between two phonon mirrors [S19] . This indicates that the electromagnetic field can alter the mode intensity of the phonon field. In Fig. 2(b) of the main article, the anticrossing corresponds to the vacuum Casimir-Rabi splitting [S21] . Analogously to the photon dynamical Casimir effect (DCE) [S22-S24] , phonon pairs are emitted due to the modulated-boundary condition of the acoustic quantum vacuum.
To verify this, we assume that the intracavity phonons can escape from the SAW resonator from an output channel. As shown in Fig. S1(b) , one can employ an interdigitated-transducer (IDT) to convert output phonons into electromagnetic signals (phonons) [S12] . The boundary condition for the output field c(t) and the intracavity SAW field b(t) is
where κ is the phonon escape rate from the SAW resonator, and b in (t) is assumed to be the vacuum input field. The output-phonon number per second is expressed as P out = κ c † c . To describe the correlations between phonons, we define the second-order correlation function as
with τ being the delay time. The phonon-flux spectrum density (detected by IDTs) is defined as
We note that a phonon power spectrum can also be measured via electromotive techniques (see, e.g., Ref.
[S25] and reference therein). According to the Wiener-Khinchin theorem [S26] , and by replacing the output operator with the intracavity field, one can find that
is the Fourier transform of the intracavity field operator b(t), and satisfies the canonical commutation relation
Assuming that the TLR is resonantly driven via a coherent field with strength ǫ, i.e., H d (t) = ǫ[a exp(iω c t) + a † exp(−iω c t)]. We numerically simulate the quantum evolution of the system described by the Lindblad-type master equation
where Γ, γ, and κ are the decay rates for the qubit, optical resonator, and SAW resonator, respectively, n th is the thermal phonon number, and
is the decoherence term in the Lindblad superoperator form. Note that we consider the original Hamiltonian H 1 , given in Eq. (S4) (including the qubit degree of freedom), rather than the reduced UOM Hamiltonian H s , given in Eq. (S14). We first consider the SAW resonator coupled to a zero-temperature reservoir (n th = 0). As predicted in the optical DCE, with increasing the drive strength ǫ, the effective length of the SAW resonator is modulated with a higher amplitude. In Fig. S2(a) , by setting ω c = 2ω m , we plot the phonon output rate P out changing with ǫ. We find that, with large ǫ, P out is enhanced. At ǫ/(2π) = 0.05 MHz (dashed line), the output phonon number per second is about P out ⋍ 1 × 10 5 , which can be effectively detected by an IDT measurement [S13] .
Since there are no thermal excitations and no coherent drive applied to the SAW resonator, these phonons might be generated by the phonon DCE, and have the same quantum signatures as photons generated in the optical DCE. As discussed in Refs. [S24, S27] , the DCE excitations are created in pairs. To show this, in Fig. S2(a) , we plot the second-order correlation function g 2 (0) as a function of the TLR drive strength ǫ. We find that the generated phonons have super-Poissonian phonon-number statistics with g 2 (0) ≫ 2. When ǫ has ultralow amplitude, g 2 (0) becomes infinitely large [S23] . Due to the increasing phonon intensity [S21] , g 2 (0) decreases with increasing the drive strength. Moreover, in Fig. S2(b) , we plot the normalized correlation function g 2 (τ )/g 2 (0) changing with the delay time κτ . We find that g 2 (0) ≫ g 2 (τ ), indicating that the emitted phonons exhibit strong bunching, which is due to the same mechanism as that in the optical DCE [S23] .
In Fig. S2(c) , we plot the spectrum density n out (ω) for different values of the detuning ∆ d = ω c − 2ω m . When ∆ d = 0, the phonon-flux density spectrum shows a single-peak at ω = ω s /2. When ∆ d = 0 [ Fig. S2(a) ], n out (ω) shows a clearly symmetric bimodal spectrum at ω ′ and ω ′′ , with ω ′ + ω ′′ = ω c , which is another strong indication of the phonon DCE [S28] . Compared with the resonance case, the correlated emitted phonon pairs are not degenerate any more, but distributed into two conjugate modes with different frequencies. When increasing the detuning ∆ d , the peaks of two modes separate with larger distance, while the amplitudes are suppressed significantly. As discussed in Sec. II, the TLR can be replaced by a 1D transmission waveguide, which can support a classical drive current. Equations (S24) and (S25) indicate that the pulse shape in the waveguide directly determines how the effective phonon resonator length changes with time. We consider a simple case where a sinusoidal current pulse I(t) = Θ(t)I c cos(Ωt) is applied, which is equal to a coherent drive on the qubit operator σ z with strength Ω d = g z I c /I 0 . Following Eq. (S25), the current produces a time-dependent modulation of the effective phonon resonator length δL(t) = 4g
The sinusoidal modulation can be mapped as moving a phonon mirror with a non-uniform acceleration [S29] . Similarly, we can observe the phonon DCE. In the following, we consider how a non-zero temperature phonon reservoir influencing the phonon DCE signals.
Once considering these thermal effects, the emitted phonons from the SAW resonator can be divided into two parts: the DCE-induced phonon pairs and thermalized incoherent phonons. One can define the DCE signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) as SNR = P out − P th out P th out ,
where P th out is the output phonon rate without modulating effective resonator length, while P out is the total output phonon rate. Therefore, P th out corresponds to purely thermal excitations and should be considered as a noise
